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LET X and Y be smooth connected manifolds without boundary. Let g be a Riemannian 
metric on Y, and let D be the associated Riemannian connection (covariant derivative). 
In this note we are concerned with immersionsf of X in Y with nowhere vanishing mean 
curvature vector H(f) (H(f) is the trace of the second fundamental form B, off). Under the 
additional hypothesis of dim Y - dim X 2 2 we calculate the weak homotopy type of the 
space of such immersions in the sense of Smale, Hirsch, Phillips and Gromov [5]. [S], [15], 
[18]. The following result is an example of these theorems. 
Let X be compact and let K be a regular homotopy class of immersions of X in Y. Let 
NK denote the normal bundle of the elements of K. If there is an immersion in K with 
nowhere vanishing mean curvature vector, then N, possesses a nowhere vanishing cross 
section. By one of the corollaries of our main theorem we can show that the existence of a 
nowhere vanishing cross section of N, is a sufficient condition for the existence of an immer- 
sion with nowhere vanishing mean curvature vector in K. I would like to thank A. Vasquez 
and W. Pohl for many helpful discussions on the results in §7. 
w. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
(i) All the manifolds in this paper will be finite dimensional manifolds without 
boundary. 
(ii) Let X be a smooth manifold, and let rr: 5 + X be a smooth fiber bundle over X. 
Let T(B) be the space of smooth cross sections of B. We give T(B) the Cm topology of 
compact convergence [2, 121. All the function spaces in this note will be subspaces of T(B) 
for some B. We will give them the induced topology. 
(iii) Let X and Y be smooth manifolds, and let f: X + Y be a smooth map. Then TX 
and TY will denote the respective tangent bundles, and Tf: TX-+ T Y, the usual differential 
off. 
(iv) Let X be as above. Let T, X denote the second order tangent bundle of X, i.e. 
(T, X), = (Ji(X R),, J* where J’(X R)(,, O) denotes the vector space of 2-jets of maps from 
t This research was partially supported by N.S.F. Grant Nos. GP 21077 and 27962. 
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X to R, with source x and target 0, and * denotes the vector space dual. Then we can 
associate to X in a natural way a short exact sequence of vector bundles 
ix P.V 
0-TX-T,X- T/k’0 7-X - 0. 
where 0 is the symmetric tensor product. We refer the reader to [17], for more details. Let 
D(X) be the space of splittings of the above exact sequence. The elements of D(X) are called 
dissections. It is shown in Theorem 2.2 of [2]. among other places that the elements of 
D(X) are in a l-l correspondence with symmetric linear connections on X. 
(v) Letf: X ---* Y be a smooth map. Then there exists a canonical vector bundle homo- 
morphism T,f: Tz X ---* T, Y over f. Furthermore, it is fairly easy to show [17, Theorem 
2.21. that the following diagram commutes. 
O-TY- 
ITf ” 
PY 
T,Y -TYoTY- 0 
1 T,f 
ix PX I 
Tfo Tf 
O-TX- T,X--+ TXoTX- 0 
(vi) Throughout this paper the manifold Y will be the target of immersions and mono- 
morphisms. We will assume from now on that Y has a fixed Riemannian metric, and that 
D: T, Y + TY is the unique dissection induced by the Riemannian connection. We will 
perpetually use the following abuse of notation; 11. u to denote the inner product in the 
fiber in TY of which u and u are elements. 1~1 = (U . u)‘/~ has the obvious meaning. 
(vii) Let J2(X, Y) denote the bundle of 2-jets of maps from X to Y. Let Q E J*(X, Y),,, , 
x E X, y E Y, then z induces a unique linear map r2: T,(X), + T,(Y), . By composing uz 
with a fixed dissection D on Y we define 0: J’(X, Y) + hom(T, X, TY) which is a bundle 
map over id, x ,,. We will often identify J*(X, Y) with hom(T, X, TY) as the Riemannian 
metric on Y, induces the dissection D, so no choices are needed for this identification which 
are not already part of the given data, We note that J’(X, Y) E hom(TX, TY) and the map 
ii : J2(X, Y) i J’(X, Y) which associates to a given 2-jet the underlying l-jet may be inter- 
preted as the restriction of the corresponding homomorphism of T, X to i,(TX). Further- 
more iff: X + Y is an immersion, notice that the projection of D 0 T,(f) into the normal 
bundle off vanishes on ix TX, and thus induces a normal bundle valued quadratic form 
which is easily seen to be the classical second fundamental form off. [See $9 of 2, or 23, 
Chap. 7.1 If we view hom(T, X, TY) as a bundle over X alone, and let T(hom(T, X, TY)) be 
the space of smooth cross sections of this bundle, we define i, : T(hom(T, X, TY)) + 
T(hom(TX, TY)), andj,: T(hom(TX, TY)) -+ Cm( X, Y) by the formulas : iI = j 1 i,(TX), 
and 44((TX),) s (TY)j,+(x, where /I E T(hom(T, X, TY)), a E r(hom(TX, TY)), and x E X. 
If /I E T(hom(T, X, TY)) we will usually denote j,(p) = pi and j,_i,(p) = /IO. 
(viii) Let n: E -+ X, and q: F + Xbe smooth vector bundles. Assume F has a Riemann- 
ian metric on its fibers (i.e. an innerproduct on each of its fibers which is fiberwise smooth). 
Let cp: E + F be a vector bundle monomorphism. We will often denote by q(E)’ the 
orthogonal comp!ement to q(E) in F, i.e. q(E)* = {U E F] v . cp(w) = 0 for each w E E,(,,}. 
Furthermore if D is a Riemannian connection on F (i.e. a covariant derivative whose 
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parallel translation is an isometry), then cp induces in the usual way a second fundamental 
form Q: E @ TX -+ q(E)’ as follows. Let e E E,, v E (TX), , x E X. Then choose V E r(TX), 
and E E E, such that V(x) = v, E(X) = e, and let Q(e, v) = p,((f& (P(E))(X)) where px is the 
orthogonal projection of F onto cp(&)‘. The proof that Q is well defined and has the desired 
properties is exactly the same as the corresponding results for the second fundamental form 
of a submanifold. 
(ix) The following purely topological idea which is less well known than it ought to be 
plays a central role in our main theorem. Let p: E + B be a continuous map from a topologi- 
cal space E into a topological space B. We say p: E + B has the delayed covering homotopy 
property (delayed CHP) for compact polyhedra if for each compact polyhedron P, and for 
each pair of continuous maps F_I : P 4 E, and f: P x [ - 1, 1] + B such that f (p, t) = 
f(p,-1)foreachfixedp~P,t~[-l,0],andp~F_,=f~Px{-1}.wecanfindacon- 
tinuous map F: P x [ - 1. 1] --* B extending F_I such that p 0 (F( P x {t)) = f 1 P x {t} for 
each t E [-1, 11. 
This CHP is less well known than the usual Serre fibration. However, it is easy to see 
that it suffices to prove the usual exact sequences associated with a fibration. The proofs in 
Steenrod’s book [ 191 give proofs in this case almost word for word. For more information 
about this idea we refer the reader to Dold’s paper [22], where this is discussed under the 
name of weak covering homotopy property (WCHP). Finally we will often use the following 
common notation. If f: P x [- 1, 1] + B is as above we will write f(p, t) as fp, L, or write 
fp,*: P x [-I, l]+B. 
$1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND THE OUTLINE OF THE PROOF 
Let X and Y be smooth manifolds. Let g be a fixed Riemannian metric on Y. Let 
f: X -+ Y be an immersion, let NJ be the normal bundle ofS, and let B, : TX 0 TX + N, be 
the second fundamental form off. Let H(J)(x) = CT= 1 B,(ei, ei) where k = dim X, where 
(eo)i 5, iSt is a basis of (TX), which is orthonormal with respect to the metric induced by f, 
and where .x E X. The smooth cross section of N, so defined is the classical mean curvature 
vector off. Let M’(X. Y) be the space of immersions of X in Y with nowhere vanishing mean 
curvature vector. Let d E J *( X, Y),, y, and let f: X -+ Y represent a. If the underlying l-jet 
(i.e. (Tf)x: (TX), ---t (TY), is a monomorphism), then the second fundamental form which is 
defined on a neighborhood of x, when evaluated at x depends only on the 2-jet a. Let 
J,(X, Y) denote the set of 2-jets of local immersions with nowhere vanishing mean curvature 
vector. Let r’(X, Y) be the space of cross sections over X ofJ,(X, Y). An element of T’(X, Y) 
is a 2-jet field whose underlying l-jet field is a fiberwise monomorphism, and whose mean 
curvature vector never vanishes. Define j2: M’(X Y) --+ WK Y) by (jAf))W =jLf)(x). 
Our main result is: 
THEOREM A’. Q-dim Y - dim X 2 2, then j, : M’(X, Y) + r’(X, Y) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
In the case where X is open (not compact) this is an immediate corollary of a theorem 
of Gromov [5, Theorem 4.1.11. Our problem is to prove this in compact case, and further- 
more to analyze the space T’(X, Y). 
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Let Mono(TX. TY) c hom(TX. TY) denote the space of fiberwise monomorphisms of 
TXinto TY. Then j, : I’(X. Y) 4 Mono(TX. TY). Let N’ be a vector bundle over Xwith fiber 
dimension equal to dim Y - dim X. Let M”(X, Y) = {YE IM’(X, Y) / the normal bundle off 
is isomorphic to N’}. Let Mono,.(TX. TY) = {a E Mono(TX. TY) 1 the normal bundle of z is 
isomorphic to N’}, and let T”(X, Y) = j; l(Mono,V.(TX, TY)). It is clear that j2 : M”(X. Y) -+ 
T”(X, Y) and that the following theorem is equivalent to Theorem A’. 
THEOREM A. 1f dim Y - dim X 2 2 then j 2 : M”(X, Y) --t I”( X, Y) is a weak homotopy 
equiealence. 
The analysis of I”(X, Y) is fairly straightforward and is carried out in $6. The following 
theorem is the main result. 
THEOREM D. If X is compact, thenl, . I”(X, Y) -+ Mono,V.(TX, TY) is a Serrejibration, 
where thefiber has the same homotopy type as T,(N’), the nowhere ranishing cross sections 
of N’. 
Theorems A and D together now yield the results mentioned in the introduction. 
In the remainder of this section we will concern ourselves with the ideas involved in the 
proof of Theorem A. The main idea is to dominate in the sense of Gromov [5] the compact 
problem with a more general “open” problem. 
Let E and F be smooth vector bundles over X. Assume E has a Riemannian metric on it 
(i.e. a smooth inner product on its fibers). Let k I dim(E),, x E X, and let G,(E) be the 
Grassmann k-plane bundle associated to E, i.e. G,(E), is the Grassmann manifold ofk-planes 
through the origin in E,. Let Q(E. F) = T(hom(E o E, F)) be the space of F-valued quadratic 
forms on E. Let F(G,(E), F) be the space of smooth maps of G,(E) into F which map 
G,(E), into E, for each x E X. We then have a well defined continuous map Tr,: Q(E, F) -+ 
F(G,(E), F) defined by the following formula. Let B E Q(E, F), P E G,(E), , and e,, . . , ek 
an orthonormal base for the plane determined by P, then set 
(TrO))(P) = CT= 1 Nei, ei>(x>. 
Trk will be called the k-trace. If k = dim E,, then G,(E) = A’, and F(G,(E), F) = T(F). We 
say B E Q(E, F) has nowhere vanishing k-trace if Tr,(B)(P) # 0 for each P E G,(E). 
Let Y be a Riemannian manifold, and let Z be a manifold such that dim Z < dim Y. Let 
I(Z, Y) be the space of immersions of Z in Y. Pick FE I(Z, Y), let Nf be the normal bundle 
of F, and let B,: TZ o TZ -+ NF be the second fundamental form of F. Let M,(Z, Y) = 
(FE I(Z, Y) 1 BF has nowhere vanishing k-trace, with respect to the Riemannian metric F 
induces on X}. 
Let Mono,(T, Z, TY) = {p E T(hom(T, Z, TY)) 1 PI . IS a fiberwise monomorphism}, i.e. 
the 2-jet fields whose underlying l-jet field is a fiberwise monomorphism. Let 
/I E Mono,(T, Z, TY), 
as we saw above fi induce an NB, valued quadratic form B, which we will call the second 
fundamentalfirm of the 2-jetfield /?, where NB, is the normal bundle of the monomorphism 
fir. Let TrJZ, Y) = {/I E Mono,(T, Z, TY) 18, has nowhere vanishing k-trace, with respect to 
the Riemannian metric on Z induced by Br}. 
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Let d: Mk(Z, Y) + T,JZ, Y) be defined by d(f) = DT,(f) where D is the dissection 
induced by the Riemannian connection on Y. It is clear if cp E Diff(Z). the space of diffeomor- 
phism of Z. if FE b1,(Z, Y), and if B E Tk(Z, Y) then Fq E Mk(Z, Y) and /?c~ E Tk(Z, Y). 
Then we can apply Gromov’s theorem (4.1.1 of [5]), to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. rfZ is open (not compact), then d: M,(Z, Y) -+ Tk(Z, Y) is a weak homotopy 
equicalence. 
Theorem A’ is merely Theorem 1.1 in the case where Z is arbitrary and dim Z = k. 
Translated into this slightly different language our aim is to prove: 
THEOREM A’. d: M,(Z. Y) + rk(Z, Y) IS a weak homotopy equicalence where k = dim Z, 
Z connected and dim Y - dim Z 2 2. 
The main idea will be to dominate this problem on compact manifolds by a slightly 
more general problem on open manifolds. 
Let k = dim X, and let X be compact. Let IV’ be a vector bundle over X such that 
dim(N’), = dim Y - dim X. Let M”(X, Y) = {f~ M,(X. Y)I the normal bundle to f is 
isomorphic to N’}, and let T”(X, Y) = (b E I-,(X, Y)[ such that the normal bundle to /3, is 
isomorphic to N’}. Iffe M”(X, Y)(p E T”(X, Y)) let H(J)(H(r)) be the cross section of N’ 
determined by the trace of BJ(BP). In that H(f) and H(U) never vanish we will at times 
identify them with the trivial line sub-bundle of N’ they determine. Let N be a vector bundle 
over X, such that NQ 1 = N’. Let M(X, Y) = {JE M”(X, Y)l N’/H(f) z N}, and let 
T(X, Y) = {/I E T”(X, Y) ] N’/H(/?) z N}. Both M(X, Y) and l-(X, Y) are obviously unions of 
connected components of M”(X, Y) and T”(X, Y), respectively. Furthermore, the map d sends 
M(X, Y) into I-(X, Y). We now assume dim Y - dim X 2 2, therefore N is an open mani- 
fold. Hence d: M,(N, Y) --f T,(N, Y) is a weak homotopy equivalence. Let us identify X with 
the zero section O(X) in N. Let FE M,(N, Y), it is not hard to see that F 1 X E M(X, Y). 
Similarly if p E T,(N, Y) then b] X E I(X, Y). In this way we have defined two maps 
pO: I-&V, Y) --+ I-(X, Y) and p: M,(N, Y) -+ M(X, Y). Our aim is to show the following 
two theorems. 
THEOREM B. p: M,(N, Y) + M(X, Y) has the delayed couering homotopy property. 
f E M(X, Y) then p-‘(f) has the same weak homotopy type as Isom(N), where Isom(N) = 
{f~ T(hom(N, N)) IfI N, is an isomorphism onto N,}. 
THEOREM C. p,,: rk(N, Y) -+ T(X, Y) has the delayed covering homotopy property. 
j3 E J-(X, Y) then p,,-‘(/3) has the same weak homoropy rype us Isom(N). 
M,(N, Y> -2!-+ l-,(N, Y) 
I P I PO 
M(X, Y) d w, n 
In our proofs of Theorems B and C it will be clear that dl fibers is homotopic to the identity. 
Therefore by a version of the “ 5 ” lemma [ 151 we can prove d: M(X, Y) + l-(X, Y) is a 
weak homotopy equivalence. 
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Let MO, ,(N, Y) = (FE C “(N, Y) 1 there exists a neighborhood N, of X in )V. such that 
FI NO E M,(N,, Y)}, and let rO,k(N, Y) = {B E r(hom(rz N, Y))l there existsaneighborhood 
NO of X in N, such that p 1 N, E r,( N, , Y)}. It is clear that the inclusions of MJ;V, Y) and 
Tk(N. Y), into Mk, ,,(N, Y) and rk, ,(N, Y) respectively, are weak homotopy equivalences. 
and n: M,,,(N, Y) -* l-&N, Y) is a weak homotopy equivalence. Let Diff,(N) = 
{fo C”(N, N)I there exists neighborhoods N,, and N, of X in N such thatfl N, is a diffeo- 
morphism of N,, onto N,. and f(X) c X}. Let F&(N) = {f~ Diff,(N)Ifj X = id, and 
f(N,) c N, for all x E X>. If FE Mk. ,(N, Y) and p E r,, ,,(N, Y) then Fq E Mk, ,,(_V, Y) and 
Bq E rk, ,(N, Y). for cp E Diff,,(N). 
We will prove Theorems B and C by proving the following theorems which are clearly 
equivalent. If FE Mk, o(N, Y)(P E rk, o(N, Y)) then pF = FJ X E M(X, Y)(p’l = /?I XE 
r(x, ~1). 
THEOREM B'. p : Mk. ,J N, Y) + M(X, Y) has the delayed covering homotopy property with 
fiber of the weak homotopy type of Isom(N). 
THEOREM C’. p’ : rk, ,,( N, Y) + l-(X, Y) has the delayed CHP wirh fiber of the weak 
homoropy type of Isom(N). 
Because the proofs of Theorems B’ and C’ proceed by a series of rather technical prop- 
ositions we will first outline the proof of Theorem B’ in the next section emphasizing the 
geometric ideas. We will also state the propositions in question. These propositions will be 
proved in $3 and $4. Each of these propositions has a counterpart for the proof of Theorem 
C’, which we will prove in $5 where we prove Theorem C’. In each case the maps con- 
structed for the jet propositions will be suitably homotopic to the image under d of the maps 
constructed for the proof of Theorem B’. In this way we will see that dl fiber is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. As we mentioned in 96 we analyze the space of jets l-*(X, Y). 
Finally in $7 we apply our results to the following cases of special interest, i.e. X = S’, 
X = a n-manifold of dimension 2k, Y = R4kf1, and X = S”. We also generalize the results 
to case where X is foliated. 
52. THE GEOMETRIC OUTLINE OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM B 
LetfE M(X, Y). Let us view N’ in the usual way as the sub-bundle off -‘TY of vectors 
normal to Tf(TX). In this way it inherits a smooth innerproduct on its fibers. Set U(X) = 
H(f)(x)/1 H(f)(x)1 t where Hcf) is th e mean curvature off. u will be referred to as the unit 
mean curvature vector off. View N as H(f) I, i.e. N = {u E (N’),, v I H(f)(x)} and give N 
the induced inner product structure. Let c: X --, Iw+ be a smooth positive function. Let N, be 
a neighborhood of X in N so chosen that the following map F,: N, + Y is well defined and 
an immersion. Set F,(v) = exp,(,,(u + c(x) 1 v ( ‘u(x)) w h ere v E (N,), , exp is the exponential 
map of the Riemannian connection on Y, and the Euclidean vector space operations take 
place in (TY)/(,, or if you like (N’),. Thus we have embedded in a fiberwise smooth way 
each fiber (N), , x E X, as a paraboloid of revolution in (N’), with vertex at the origin, and 
the line {sH(f)(x)}, s E R as axis. We then look at its image in the tubular neighborhood of 
the immersionf. It is instructive to look at this construction in the case of a circle immersed 
in R3. 
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First let us remark that if dim Z = 2, then M,(Z. R3) is the set of immersions with 
strictly positive Gaussian curvature. Letf: S’ + R3 be an immersion with nowhere vanishing 
curvature. Parameterizefby arclength S, and let (t(s). n(s). b(s)) be the moving Frenet frame 
alongf(s). (t = tangent, n = normal. b = bi-normal.) We pick n(s) by forcing the curvature 
to be positive. Then 
F&S. (3) =f(s) + cb(s) + o2c(s>n(s). 
FIG. 2.1 
where (r(s), n(s), b(s)) havef(s) as origin. It is easy to see that the Gaussian curvature of 
F, at (s, 0) equals (c(s)k(s) - So) w h ere k(s) and r(s) are respectively the curvature and 
torsion off. Thus for small u, and large c(s), F, is a ribbon with f as center line and positive 
Gaussian curvature. This situation illustrates the general case in that we have to pick c 
large enough to overcome the influence of the second fundamental form of N, which cor- 
responds to the torsion. We now state our main proposition in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P be a compact polyhedron. Let f,: P -) M(X, Y) be a continuous 
map, Then there exists a continuous map cp: P + C “(X, R+) and a neighborhood N,, of X in 
N such that Fc, E M,(N,, Y). 
Let ci: X+ R+, i = 0, 1, be smooth maps. Pick f e M(X, Y), and let N,, be a neigh- 
borhood of Xin N such that Fci E M,(N,, Y), i = 0, 1. Let c, = (1 - t)c, + tc, E Cm(X, R’), 
t E [0, 11. In $3 it will be easy to see that we can find a neighborhood N, of Xin’N,, such that 
Fct E M,(N,, Y) for each t E [0, I]. 
By Proposition 2.1 we see that p: Mk, O(N, Y) + M(X, Y) is onto, and that we can 
“cover” in a continuous way a compact family of maps. Let FE p-'(f), if f were of the 
form F, on a suitable neighborhood of Xin N, then we can use the above remark to show that 
p had the delayed CHP. Unfortunately an arbitrary FE p-‘(f) is not of this form, so a 
deeper analysis of the “fibers” is required. 
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Let us fix f E .2/(X. Y), and view N as the sub-bundle H(f)l contained in the normal 
bundle N’ off. Let ‘V,’ be an open neighborhood of A’ in ,V’ so chosen that exp defines an 
immersion E,: N’-+ Y (i.e. the tubular neighborhood off). In the previous paragraph we 
constructed the immersion F, E M,. &IV, Y) by embedding each fiber :V,. .‘c E X in a fiber- 
FIG. 2.2. Graph of A,. 
wise smooth way as a parabaloid of revolution in (N’),, and then looked at its image in 
the tubular neighborhood of the immersion. This embedding was given by 
c + u + 1 v 1 2C(.r)u(.r) 
for each x E X. D E N,, where U(X) is the unit mean curvature vector off. and c: X-t lRc is a 
sufficiently positive smooth function. Thus we are fiberwise looking at the image under 
E, of the graph of the function I,: N -+ R where I.,(L!) = 1 c’/ ‘c(x). u E N,, x E X. Pick 
FIG. 2.3. Graph of h. 
FE p-‘(f), we will construct in $4 a C”-function L: N + R, with 1.1 X z 0, such that if 
we fiberwise embed N, in N,’ by the formula u---f c’ + i.(v)u(x), u E N,, and then look at the 
image of this hypersurface in N’ under E, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of X, we 
wiil have defined the same immersed hypersurface as F restricted to a suitable neighborhood 
of X in N. We would like to be able to write the equation F(v) = Ef(u + l_(v)u(x)), v E N,, 
x E X in a suitably small neighborhood of X in N. However this is not so because the image 
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under F of an arbitrarily small neighborhood in N, of 0 E N= need not lie in the image 
under E, of a neighborhood in !V,’ of 0 E IV,‘. This difficulty in “ lining up the fibers” can be 
somewhat straightened out by first composing F with an isotopy I/I, of some neighborhood 
of the zero section of IV. which leaves X pointwise fixed, and such that tiO = id. The isotopy 
ti, will define a smooth map A which maps one neighborhood of X in N diffeomorphically 
onto another, AI X = id. and F,(v) = F 3 $l(u) = E,(A(u) + ).(A(c))u(x)) for c E N, n N,, 
x E X where N, is a suitably small neighborhood of X in N. More formally it is our aim to 
prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Fp: P -+ Mk, O(N, Y) b e a continuous map where P is a compact 
polyhedron. Then we canfind neighborhoods NO and N, of X in IV, a neighborhood NO’ of X in 
N’, a continuolls map A.,: P- C”(N,, W), a continuous map Ap: Pd FD,(IV), and a map 
F,, r: P x I-, :Ct,. &N, Y), with the following properties: 
(i) E,, ,, / N, = Fp 1 N, for each p E P; 
(4 p 0 F,. t =p~F,.,=f,,t~I,foreachp~P; 
(iii) J,(x) = 0 for each p E P, and x E X; 
(iv) for each P E P, AJ(Nd,) E (N,), ; 
(v) the exponential map of Y is well defined and an immersion on N,‘, furthermore the 
inclusions of N into N’ determined by the f, all send N, and N, into NO’; 
(vi) Let u,(x) be the unit mean curvature vector off,, then for each v E (N,),, A,v 
+ &(A, Gp(x) E (N,‘), and F,. 1 (~1 = ev,-pcxj( Ap v + I.JAp v)u,(x)) for v E (N,), , x E X. 
Let us again pick f E M(X, Y). Let L: N -+ R be a smooth function such that 11 X = 0. 
Let us assume 1 is so chosen such that the map F,(u) = exp/(,,(v + I(o)u(x)), u E (N,),, 
x E X defines an element M,(N,, , Y) where N, is a suitably chosen neighborhood of X in N. 
Let c: X-+ Wf, let J,(v) = 1 L./ ‘c(x), u E N,, x E X, and let i,, = tA, + (1 - t)A. It is clear 
we can find a neighborhood N, of X in N, such that each of the maps 
F,(u) = exp/(.& + UG44)~ ug(N,),, XEX, 
defines an immersion of N, in X, where U(X) is the unit mean curvature vector off. What we 
will show is that we can find a neighborhood NI of X in N, and a sufficiently positive func- 
tion c(x) such that F, E M,(N,, Y) for each t E I. Thus F, = FA and Fl = F, as in the opening 
paragraphs of this section. We thus obtained this one parameter family of immersions in a 
rather simple way. We first constructed a one parameter family v -+ u + ,I,(v)u(x), u E N, of 
fiberwise embeddings of N, in N,‘, and then looked at the images in the tubular neighbor- 
hood off. The whole trick is to choose c so positive so that each F, defined by this crude 
convex sum has the desired curvature properties on a suitably small neighborhood of X in N. 
But an arbitrary element of p-‘(f) when restricted to a suitably small neighborhood of X 
in N, differs from FL by an isotopy of neighborhoods of the zero section leaving X pointwise 
fixed. Thus the following proposition combined with the remark following the statement of 
Proposition 2.1 will give US the propositions necessary to prove Theorem B. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let P be a compact polyhedron. Let f,: P + M(X, Y), and 1,: P + 
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C “(N. W) be continuous maps, and let N, and IV,’ be open neighborhoods of X in N and N’ 
respectirel,v with the following properties.. 
(i) 2,/X-OforeachpEP; 
(ii) the exponential map of Y is bc,ell defined and an immersion on N,' for all p E P, the 
inclusions of N into N’ determined by the f, all send N, into N,‘, and if u,(x) is the unit mean 
cwuatrtre cecfor of jb, then 1: + ri.P(~!)u,(x) E (iv,‘), for L- E (N,), , x E X, p E P; 
(iii) the maps FAp(c) = exp/pCxj(u + E.,(c)u(x)), c E (N,), , x E X are all elements of 
.CI,(N,, Y). Then rte can jind a neighborhood N, G N, of A’, and a continuous jitnction 
cp: P -+ C “(A’, R’) with the following properties. If we set Ap, f = t j cl p’c,(x) + (1 - t)).,(c), 
L’ E (N,),, x E X, t E [0, 11. &ere 1 1 p d enotes the norm induced by fp. Then 
(a) L’ + i.,. , (c)u,(x) E (N,‘), for all L’ E (iVI)x, t E [0, I] and p E P. and 
(b) Fp.l. . P x I -+ MJN,, Y) is continuous where the map is defined b) 
FP. Au) = exP,-+)(U + I,. ,(444), L’ E (N,), 1 rE[O, 11, PEP. 
It is now an easy matter to prove Theorem B from these propositions. Let P be 
a compact polyhedron, and let f,,l: P x [--I, l]-+M(X, Y) and F,,_,: P x {-l)-+ 
Mk, ,(N, Y) be continuous maps such that p 0 F*‘,. _1 = f,, _I for each p E P, and f,, t = f,, -,, 
t E [ - 1, 0] for each p E P. We first apply Proposition 2.2 and obtain maps 1,: P -B C “(N, W), 
Ap : P --t FD,( N), and Fp, , : P x [ - I, -$I-+ M,, ,(N, Y) extending F,, _ 1 and a neighbor- 
hood N, of X in IV, such that: 
(a) %,IXrOforeachp~P; 
(b) P 0 F,. r =f,,,foreachpEP, tE[-1, -+I; 
(c) Fp, -2I3(u) = expfP, _,,,CW, ~7 + &(A, u>u,(x)>, u E (No), , p E P, x E X, where up is 
the unit mean curvature vector off,, _ 2,3 . 
We now apply Proposition 2.3 and obtain a continuous map c,: P+ Cm(X, R’), a 
neighborhood N, of X in N,, , and a continuous map F,, ,: P x [- I, -+I-+ Mk, ,(N, Y) 
extending F,, I on P x [ - 1, - 31, such that 
(a) P 0 Fp. I =fb,*foreachpEP, tE[-1, -31; 
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(b) set 1.,+,(r) = +(3r t 2)/~./~’ C,(X) +(-3t - l);.,(c). l.E(!V),. t E[-+. -iI. XE x. 
p E P, where j lp is the norm induced by f,. I( t E [- 4, -f]. Then 
Fp,. r(~) = expfpJALP 1: + 2,. &J, 4+0)) 
with 1‘ E (IV,), . XE x. tE [-+. - $1. p E P. Thus F,. _ ,.3(~) = expfpfX, (A I‘ + /A,!./ p’c,(.r)) p 
on N,. We now apply Proposition 2.1. and obtain continuous maps cp, (: P x [O. I] -+ 
C=(X. R’). F,,f: P x [O. I] --+ :U,,o(N. Y). and a neighborhood IV, of X in N such that 
/)~F~,t=&.r. PEP. f E [O. I], and Fp‘,. *(r) = exp fp. r,x,(Ap 2’ + I Ap L‘ I;.I cp. ,Wp. 0)). 
1’ E (N,),r, i. E X. 1 E [O. I]. p E P. We can now apply the remark after Proposition 2.1 to 
complete the homotopy by joining Fp, _,,3 to F,., for each p, that is we can find a 
continuous map Fp. t: P x [-f, 0] + Mk.,(N. Y) which agrees on P x {-+I and P x (0) 
with our previously constructed maps, and a neighborhood N, of X in iV with the following 
properties. Set c~. f = (3r) cp. - ti3 + (1 + 3r)c,, 0. and F,. Al*) = expfp, t,xj(Ap I’ + j A, UI 5, t 
cp. ,(x)up, ,(x)). for L’ E (iv,),. p E P. .K E X, t E [ -3, 01. Thus p 0 Fp. t =jb, I, and we have 
defined the desired lifting. 
Let us fixf E ILI(X. Y). We remark that the “fiber” p-‘(f) would be weakly contractible 
if it were not for the maps Ap E FD,(N) that enter in Proposition 2.2. In that FD,(N) acts 
effectively on p-‘(f) we see that p-‘(f) has the same weak homotopy type as FD,(N). We 
have a canonical injection i: Isom(N) -+ FL),(N). Pick A E FL),(N) and let A(t)(n) = A(tn)/t 
for I 5 t < 0. TN1 X = TY@ N with @ the Euclidean direct sum induced by jI Then 
T(A), 1 TX = id. and T(A) / IV, . x E X defines an element TF(A) E Isom(N). It is a simple 
calculation in local coordinates that 
A(fn) 
A(O)(n) = lim - 
r-o t 
= TF(A)n, nENx. 
For the details of this standard argument, see Milnor [I I]. In this way we see p-‘(f) has the 
same weak homotopy type as Isom(N). 
93. PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS 2.1 AND 2.3 
LetfE M( X, Y). Let us as usual view N’ as the normal bundle off. and N as Us where 
u is the unit mean curvature vector off: Let 2: N + [w be a smooth function such that 
1.1 X z 0. We can find a neighborhood No of X in N such that Fj.: N, + Y, defined by 
FJry) = expIC,,(u + ~v)u(x)), c E (No), , x E X is a well defined immersion. As we saw the 
Fi are going to play a central role in our proof. Our main technical tool which we will now 
derive, is a formula relating the second fundamental form B, of F2 along the submanifold X, 
the second fundamental for B, off, and certain properties of j.. Let IV; be the normal bundle 
of FL, then B,: T(N,) 0 T(N,) + NL. Note that N1 ] X c N’, and that the fiberwise projection 
of U(X) onto (NJ,, x E X never vanishes. Thus we can choose a unit normal to F,(N,) along 
F,(X) =f(X), such that n(x) . U(X) > 0 for all x E X. T(N,)I X = T(N) / X and T(N) / X = 
TX@ N where 0 is a Riemannian direct sum with respect to thefinduced metrics. Let pr 
and pN be the orthogonal projections of TN 1 X onto TX and N respectively. Let m,: N -+ 
f -‘TY be the monomorphism defined by (m,), = T(F,) 1 N, . Geometrically (m,), embeds N, 
.as n(x)‘- in N,‘. Let Qi: TX 0 N + m,(N)’ be the second fundamental form on N induced 
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by mA. Note that n E r(nz,(N)‘). Let us define the quadratic form AA on r(N)j X by 
A,(u. LY) = B;(u. w) . n(x), 1’. M’ E (TN), , x E X. Note that B, has nowhere vanishing k-traces 
if and only if all the k-traces of A, are positive. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let c, w E (TN), . Then A,(/>, rc) = BJ(p, ~1, pr M’) . n(x) + QJ~,-L., pN kv) . 
n(x) + Qr(p7. w, p,v ti) . n(x) + n(x) . u(x) [hess(A,)(p,.,. LJ, ps w)], where hess(i.,) is the hexsian 
quadratic form on IV, = T((N,),), defined with respect to the connection on (N,), induced by 
ewf+,((NO)J. 
It is not hard to prove Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 and the remarks after Proposition 2.1 
from Lemma 3.1. We will do this before we prove Lemma 3.1 which is a straightforward 
calculation in normal coordinates. 
We will prove Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 in the case where P is a point. It will be clear 
from the proof that this entails no loss of generality, as the general case can be proved merely 
by adding the subscript p throughout our arguments. Let i.i: N -+ W, i = 0, 1 be smooth, and 
let i., = tl., + (1 - t)& , t E [0, 11, A,: N + R. We assume No is so small that FAC(v) = 
F,(c) = expJC,,(v + &(44x)), u E (N,), 1 x E X ail immerse N, in Y. It is easy to see that 
hess(V,),)(p,~ u, PN w) = t hess((&),)(P, 0, PN w> + (1 - ~)hW(M,h L’, f’,v ‘+‘). Let US de- 
note AAI = A,, Q1, = Q,, and let n, denote the unit normal vector to FAt(X) such that 
n,(l). U(X) > 0 for each x E X. Let c: X+ IF!+, and let A,: N -+ W be defined by i.,(v) = 
c(x)]vl*, VEN,, x E X where 1 1 is the norm induced by 5 Then hess((i.,),)(p,V C, PN W) = 
2c(x)p, v . pN w for v, w E T(N), , x E X, and hence the quadratic form is positive definite on 
N,. If 1, = A an arbitrary function and Ai = I.,, c: X- W+, then A,(v, w) = B,(p,c, pT w) . 
n,(x) + Qr(pT 0, PN W> . n,(x) + Q,(P= w, pN V) . n,(x) + n,(x) . 4x)Kl - t)hess(Mp.v 4 PN W> 
+ t 244p, u . PN w], u, w E T(N), I x E X, t E [0, I]. Let us assume that A, has positive 
k-traces (dim X = k). We have to construct a function c: X -+ [w+ such that A, has positive 
k-trace for all t E [0, l] in order to prove Proposition 2.3. 
Let us recall that for each t, we have to calculate the traces of A, with vectors which are 
orthonormal with respect to the metrics induced by F, . Let 1 1 t be the norm defined by F, . 
We can find positive real valued smooth functions a(x). j?(x) and y(x) such that if u, w E 
(TN),, ]vlr I 1; 1~1, I 1 then 
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and 
j hess(i,)(p, c. p,v w)(n,(x) . u(x)) j < y(x), 
Let d(x) > n,(x) . u(x) > 0 be a smooth function. Let G,(X) = G,( ,V) / X where G,(N) is the 
Grassmann k-plane bundle associated to TN. Let s(X) be the cross section of G,(X) deter- 
mined by the tangent planes to TX. We can find a neighborhood U of s(X) in G&X), such 
that if P E U and if e,, . , e, is an orthonormal frame for P in the metric induced by Ft, 
then Et= r A,(ei, ei) > 0. We can also find t, , 0 < t, I 1 such that if P E GJX), , and ei, 
1 I i 5 k is an orthonormal form for P in the metric induced by F,. 0 2 t 5 t,,, then 
xf= r A,(ei, e,) > 0. Finally there exists a smooth real valued function q(x) > 0, such that if 
P $ I/, then for each t there exists a vector 1’ E P. such that 11‘1, = I. and ]P,~ I’ I2 > q(x). Let 
us choose c(x) such that 
c(x) > [k@(x) + 2p(.r) + y(x))]/2d(x)t7(x)t,, 
Pick t > to, P $ U. Let r E P. such that 1 [:I, = I and 1~~~ ~j* > q(x). Let L: = e, and complete 
this to a t-orthonormal base for the plane P. Then 
PN ei 1 *C(X)s(X) - k(r(x) + UP) - k(( I - t)),‘(x) 
2 2t c(x)q(x)S(x) - k(a(x) + 2p(x) + ‘i(x)) t > 
i 1 - - 1 (k(r(x) + 2p(x) + y(s))) > 0. f0 
Which completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is the same argument as above. Let us look at i. = i., 
above. Then 
A,(07 w) = B,(p, L’, Pr w) . 4~) +  Ql(PT v, PN w> 4.T) 
+  &bT w> PN v> ’ u(x> + 2c(x)h v . PN w, 
0, J+J E W9.x , x E X. The quadratic form BJp,v, pT w) . u(x) has nonvanishing trace on the 
k-plane determined by (TX), . Thus the construction of suitable c(x) follows from the above 
argument. The remarks after Proposition 2.1 follow trivially from the formula in 3.1 in the 
case where E. = AC. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Pick x0 E X, let y. = f (x0), let (x1, . . . , xk) be x,-centered Riemann 
normal coordinates, let e,(x) =8/8x, 1 x, 1 5 i I k, so chosen that ei(xo) . ej(xo) = hij. Let 
ek+,(x>, . . . , eK-,(x) be orthonormal cross sections of N defined on some domain of defini- 
tion U of the xi’s containing x0. Then (x1, . . . , xk, e,,,, . . , eK_r) determine coordinate 
functions on NI U. Let et(x) = u(x), be the unit mean curvature vector. Note that e,+,(x), 
1 < i I K - k - 1 can be viewed as vector fields on (N), using the vector space structure. 
K-k- 1 
FA(x17 . . . . xk9 zk+I, . . . . zK-l)=expf(x) 1 Zk + i ek + itx> + j.(,~, ZPKW , F,IX=f, 
i= I 
and n is a cross section of N/ = N’ the normal bundle off, so 
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A,itei(-rO)* ej(-yo)) = BJ(ei(-rO), e t.r,)) ’ nt.rO) for 1 I i, j I k. 
T(FA)x(el, i dMyli)) = ek+ it-v) +  ci ” (x, O)e,(.r) 
= m,(.r)(ek + i(l)), 1 <i<K-k-1. 
Now n(x) _L m,(x)(N,) in (TY)_r,,,. Hence 
AA(ci(.Q ekf j(+rO)) = (D(7-f~~b mL+k 
= P ( 4 ) 4 ;; 
(.r))(-d 4%~) 
A e, x0 , eh+,y. . n x0 ( 1 
by definition where D is the Riemannian connection on Y. Fix x0 the vectors ek+i(~o), 
1 I i I K - k can be viewed as orthonormal vectors in (TY),,,,, , as such they can be viewed 
as determining the last K - k coordinate functions of normal coordinates I’,, . . , ,vK of Y 
centered at f(xo). We can view the first k as coming from T(f)e,(x,). Let fj(r) = c?/~JJ~ 1 y. 
We see 
YjOF,(X I,...,, Y,,Zk,, (...) zK-r)=zj, k<j<K-k-1. 
YK 5 F*(O, Zkfl, . . ., zK_L) = E.(x,, z). 
~(~,d~,,,:)~k+ i(-TO) =fk+i(F~(XO t z)) +  
di. 
- t-r0 , =)fK(~;.t-.ro , z)). d 
zk+i 
Al(ek+i(XO)y ek+j(-uo)> = (DT(F~)~,,,, ~,ek+i(X,,)~(~~)(xO, z,ek+,(~~~)) . n(so) 
d2i 
= dzk+idzk+j 
(x0 > W(x,) .4~0)* 
because (D,, + i _A + j>(_f’i-~o)) = 0, and this quadratic form is independent of the extension of 
f,+j(FA(Xe T Z)) f aA/azk+ j (XO 9 z)fK(FA(xo, z)) to a neighborhood of yO. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
$4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2 
We will prove this in the case where P is a point. It will be clear from the proof that the 
compact set P causes us no trouble. 
Letfe N(X, Y) and let FE p-‘(f). Let N2 and N2’ be neighborhoods of X in N and N’ 
respectively, so that exp defines an immersion E,: N2 ’ -+ Y, N, E N,’ under the inclusion of 
N as the bundle of vectors in N’ perpendicular to H(f), and F(N,) s EJN,‘). F(N,) is an 
immersed hypersurface in E,(N2’), the tubular neighborhood off. Thus we can construct 
a unique submanifold A(F) G N2’ of codimension 1, such that F(N,) = E/(A(F)), F E p-‘(J) 
and therefore H(f)(x) has a non-zero projection on the line normal to F(N) atf(x) for each 
x E X. Let 7~~: F -‘(TY) ( X + N be the orthogonal projection map, therefore TL~(x)(TA(F),) = 
N, . By the implicit function theorem we can open neighborhoods N, and N,’ of X in N and 
N’ respectively, and a smooth function I.: N, + W with the following properties: 
(i) NJ E N2, N,’ c Nt’, N, c N,‘; 
(ii) A(x) = 0 for each x E X, if v E (N,), then v + %(v)u(x) E (N,‘), where u(x) = 
H(f)(x)/ I WC4 I . 
(iii) A(F) A (N3’)x = {v E (NJ’),/ u . u(x) = i,(n,(x)v)} for each x E X. 
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Let us define an immersion $‘: IV, -+ Y by the formula rl/‘(c) = E,(a f j.r)rl(.y) for 
KE(N&,XEX. 
We can now find an open disc bundle neighborhood N, of X in ,V,, such that for 
each .\: E X, we have a unique embedded K - k - 1 disc D, in N,, through .r, transversal to 
X at I, defined by the relations F(D,) = II/‘((NJ,) and D, n D,. = 0 if x # I and x is 
near I’. Let us put a Riemann metric on N, induced by E, 1 N, . For y E (N,), sufficiently 
near x, there exists a unique shortest geodesic y(.r, I’, t) t E [0, l] such that y(.r, y, 0) = _v, 
Y(~Y, L’, 1) E D, and Y’(K J, 1) J. T(&).,(,,,, i). Let N, be an open neighborhood of X in IV,, 
so chosen that y(.r, y. t) is well defined for all y E N,(r(.r, ~9, t) E Ns). Thus we have defined a 
smooth map Y: [0, 1] x Nj + N4 by Y(t, y) = -y(x, y, t) for _r E (N,), Y(t, x) = x for each 
s E X. Let ‘I’,: Nj -+ N4 be defined by Yr(j) = Y(t, y). T(N,), = (T.y), @ N, and let p(r) be 
the orthogonal projection map of N, onto T(D,), . Pick v E T(N,), we can represent v 
uniquely as v = c’~ + v,.,., r)r E (TX),. v.” E N,. Let q(t): T(N,), --) T(N,), be defined by 
q(t)v = vr + (1 - t)uAv + tp(x)u,v. It is clear q(t) is an isomorphism for all t, and q(0) = id. It 
is easy to see that for fixed t E [0, 11, T(li/,)j (TN,), = q(t). Hence we can find an open neigh- 
borhood N6 of X in N, , such that the Y, ] N, define a continuous one parameter family of 
diffeomorphisms of N, into N4 leaving X pointwise fixed. Look at @: I-+ M’(N,, Y) 
defined by @(t) = F 0 Yr, t E [0, I]. But Y(1) is an open disc neighborhood D,’ of +y E D,. 
Hence cD( l)((N,),) = F( D,‘), and we can find a disc bundle neighborhood N, E N4 such that 
@(l)((N,),) = Y’((N,),) for each x E X. Therefore there exists d: N6 -+ N, a fiber preserving 
diffeomorphism which leaves X fixed such that @(l)((N,),) = Y’ 0 d((N,),) for each x E X. 
Now Q(1) and Y’ 0 dare both embeddings of the disc (N6)= with the same range. Therefore 
we can find a unique diffeomorphism 6,: (N6)x -+ (N6)X which induces a fiber preserving 
diffeomorphism 6 of N, leaving X pointwise fixed, defined by the formula @(l)(u) = 
Il/‘((d 0 6)(v)). By shrinking N6 and N, a bit to N, c N6 and N9 c N, , we can extend do 6 
to an element A E FD,(N), such that A/m, maps m, diffeomorphically onto E,. Let 
Ns = N,, and N9 = N, in our statement. Furthermore @(t)v is defined for t E [0, 11, 
VELT,, and on all of N for t = 0. Hence when extended to a map of all of N x Iinto Y, from 
the closed subset N x 0 u m, x I we get the desired map 0: I --* M,. k(N, Y). 
$5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM C’ 
In this section we will show that pe: rk.o(N, Y) + l-(X, Y) has the delayed CHP, 
with fiber of the same homotopy type as Isom(N), and we will show that d induces a weak 
homotopy equivalence between the fibers of p: Mk, O(N, Y) + M(X, Y) and the fibers of 
pO: rk,O(N, Y) -+ T(X, Y). This will complete the proof of the main theorem. We will prove 
these facts by constructing lifts which are the image under d of the lifts constructed in the 
proof of Theorem B’. Before we construct our ” lifts” we will make a few preliminary 
remarks on the jet spaces. 
Let Z be a manifold, dim Z < dim Y. Let j, : Mono,(T2 Z, TY) -+ Mono(TZ, TY) be 
the l-jet map (i.e.&B = j3] TZ, /I E Mono,(T, Z, TY)). Pick p, E Mono(TZ, TY), we want to 
study the setj,-‘(B,). Let NB, be the normal bundle of p,, and let rc,-: j$,-lTY+ TZ, and 
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TC~: bo- ‘T Y 4 ND, be the fiberwise orthogonal projection maps induced by the Riemannian 
structure on TY. Let D(Z), and Q(TZ, ,Vp,) be the set of dissections on 2, and the set of 
N,, valued quadratic forms on TZ respectively. We know fie-‘TY 2 TZQ N,, where 
the direct sum is Riemannian. Thus /I ~Jr-r(Pt) splits into (rrr 0 /3, TC,~ 0 /I). It is easy to 
see rtT 0 /I E: D(Z), ncy 3 p 1 TZ = 0, and therefore TC,” 0p defines a unique element B(8) E 
Q(TZ, Np,) which is the second fundamental form of the 2-jet field b. Hence we 
have defined a continuous map i.: j-r@,) -+ D(Z) x Q(TZ, iii,,) by the formula i.(p) = 
(~[r = p, B(p)). If we define $: D(Z) x Q(TZ, Xs,) -+jl-‘(8,) by the rules: 
(i) rcr 0 $(D’, B) = D’; 
(ii) rtN 0 $(D’, B) 0 i, = 0, and the uniquely induced map in Q(TZ, N,,) is B, we then 
see $ is an inverse to i., and i. is therefore a homeomorphism. 
This completes our preliminary remarks. 
We will consider the ideas in the order we discussed them in $2. We first discuss the 
surjectivity of pO. Pick E E l-(X, Y), We are faced with two problems. We first want to 
extend rl to a map /.I1 E Mono(TN, TY), and then extend /3t to an element of rkeo(N, Y), 
such that p,, 0 /I = a, and j, = fi = 8,. 
Let cp’: N’-+a,,-’ TY be the monomorphism which realizes N’ as the normal bundle of 
r,. Let U(X) be the unit mean curvature vector of z, x E X, let N = u’, and let cp’l N = cp. Let 
p: N -+ X be the bundle projection. Then TN z p-’ TX@p-‘N, and let p,-: TN+p-‘TX, 
and pN: TN -+p-‘N be the two projections. Define p, E Mono(TN, TY) by the formula 
B,(u) = %(PT u) + ‘p(PI” u)v z’ E (TK), , p(n) = x. 
Note u(x)‘/~~((TN),), p(n) = x, and /?e = a0 0 p. This solves the first problem. Let NB, be the 
normal bundle of PI, and let I.,: bovlTY --t TN, and I,: fio-lTY --+ N,, be the two orthog- 
onal projection maps, and note that U(X) defines a unit cross section of N,,,. Observe 
(/lo-‘TY)I X = ao-’ TY and let I,’ = E.,Ir,-‘TY, and E.,V’ = E.,vjao-‘TY. Thus we want to 
define : 
(i) a dissection D’: T, N + TN which extends A,’ 0 TX: TL X -+ TN, where we view T, X 
as the obvious sub-bundle of T2 NI X, and 
(ii) a quadratic form B(J) E Q(TN, NH,) with nowhere vanishing k-trace, such that 
B(b) ( TX 0 TX = lN’B(a). 
The set D,(N) of dissections of N extending 1, o SL is clearly convex. Thus we can 
construct a dissection D’(a) E D,(N) by a simple partition of unity argument. Let W be 
q(N)’ the normal bundle to p(N) in a,-‘TY. Let Q: TX@ N + W be the second funda- 
mental form of cp. Let c: X-+ aB+ and let B(c, a): TN 0 TN -+ N,, be defined by 
B(c, CL){& w) . u(x) = B(a)& u, PT W> . u(X) + QGJT up PN w) ’ u(x) + Q(PT W, PN 0) ’ U(X) 
+ 24x)PN 0 ’ P.V w, u, w E T(N),, p(n) = x. 
By the argument in 93 we can find c(x) so large that B(c, z) has nowhere vanishing k-traces. 
Furthermore if we have positive functions co and cl, such that B(ci, a)i=o, 1 have nowhere 
vanishing /c-traces, then so does B(c,, a), c, = tc, + (1 - r)co , t E [0, 11. We will denote the 
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element of rk(h’, Y) we have just defined by P(r, D’(r), c). It is clear we have proved the 
following proposition, which corresponds to Proposition 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let P be a compact polyhedron, and let rp: P -+ r(X, Y) be a contin- 
uous map. Then we can jind a continuous map cp: P + C=(X, W’), and a continuous map 
D,’ : P -+ D(N) ** extending” xp, SUCII that j?(r,, D,‘, cp) E rt(N, Y) and therefore defines 
a map j3: P-t rk(N, Y) such that p0 = /3 = r. 
Letf,: P -+ M(X, Y) be a continuous map, and let Fcp: P -) Mk. ,,(N, Y) be a continuous 
map covering f,, constructed by Proposition 2.1. It is easy to see that d(Fcp): P -+ rk, ,(N, Y) 
is homotopic to the map j?(d(f,), D,‘, c,): P -, rr, JN, Y) constructed in Proposition 5.1. 
We now wish to investigate the fiber as in Proposition 2.2. Let 3 E I-(X, Y), and let 
B E rkeo(N, Y) n pa-‘(r). Let u be the unit mean curvature vector of CL. Then CL induces on 
8 its usual structure as uL in the normal bundle N’ c z,,-‘TY of zl. Pick I E X, T(N), = 
1V.r 0 (TX), , B, : T(N), -+ T( Y),o(x) 7 but PI does not necessarily map N, into the vectors 
of(TY),&) which are perpendicular to both r,((TX),) and u(x). Thus we have to “straighten 
out” the fibers as in the mapping case. 
Let p,: P + rk. ,(N, Y). Set z(p = pO 0 BP, let N,’ be the normal bundle of the mono- 
morphism (r&I : TX -+ TY, and let up be the unit mean curvature vector of rp. Let np be the 
unit cross section of (a,)o -‘TY normal to (B,)I(TNI X), so chosen that u,(_u) . n,(x) > 0 for 
all x E X and p E P. Let np’ = {u E NpII u E N,‘I X, and v . n,(x) = 0 if u E (N,‘), , x E X). If 
we view N as up1 in N,‘, we then define mp: N --+ np ’ to be the monomorphism induced by 
projecting upA onto np’ in (r,),,-‘TY. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let P be a compact polyhedron. Let j?,: P + Mk, o(N, Y) be a continuous 
map and let mp: P -+ Mono(N, TY) be the continuous map defined above. Then we can jnd 
continuous maps A,: P -+ Isom(N), and j?,, r: P x I+ rk, o(N, Y) such that 
(9 ~o~B~.~=~o~P~.~=~o~B~~~~,~=P~fora~~p~P,andt~tO,ll, 
69 (P,, A I N, = (m,), 0 (A,Lt 
(iii) assume /I, = d(F,) where F,,: P -+ M,,,(N, Y) is a continuous map. Let A,: P --+ 
FD,(N) be the continuous map constructed in Proposition 2.2. Let us define &: P x I -+ 
FD,(N) by ap. ,(n) = &(tn)/t, and A,,,,,(n) = lim,,, A.,(tn)/t = T(;i,)lN (see the end of 
$2). Then 8, ,, = Ap. 
Proof. We will prove this in the case where P is a point. Let p E Tt,o(N, Y), c1 = p,, o /I 
. . . etc. Set D, = ((B),)-‘(m,(N,)). D, is a K - k - l-plane in (TN), complementary in 
(TN), to (TX), . TN1 X = TX 0 N, and let pN and pr be the projections onto N and TX re- 
spectively. Let i.,: I+ Diff,,(N) be a continuous map such that 
(i) A, = id, 2, 1 X = id, and 
(ii) if qx is the projection of N, onto D,, and if we set (q,), = PT + (1 - h + twh, 
then T(A) I (TN), = k,L. 
The argument in $3 assures us the existence of such a 1. Let DC: I -+ Tr, ,,(N, Y) be the con- 
tinuous map defined by p, = B o 1,. Then 
%)I I WL = WI 0 %4).x I WV, = Cl-91 0 (dx. 
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Hence (pr>r(~V.,) = (B), 2 qx(N,) = (/3),(0,) = m(iV,). This defines a unique element 4 E 
Isom(N) such that (p,)1 1 be = m 2 4. Part (iii) follows directly from the proof of 3.2. 
We will state and prove an analog of Proposition 2.3. It is clear if we can do this then 
the outline at the end of $2 will, when applied to these propositions. give a proof of Theorem 
C’. Furthermore, Proposition 5.2(iii) proves that d induces a weak homotopy equivalence on 
the fibers. 
Let P,: P + rk, ,,(N, Y) be a continuous map, and let rp = p0 3 p,. Let llF be the unit 
mean curvature vector of rp, and let np be the unit normal vector to @,),(TN) along X, 
SO chosen that n,(_y) . Us > 0 for all .y E X and p E P. Let sp: N -+ (2&-‘TY be the 
standard monomorphism identifying N as lip’. Let rrp. ,. and np. N be the orthogonal pro- 
jections of TN 1 Xonto TXand N respectively which are defined by (z&r. Let rp: (z~)~-‘TY+ 
((p,)r /X)(N) be the fiberwise orthogonal projection map. Assume 
(@,)I I X>(u) = (%I,(~,. T L.1 + spgJlp. .Y L’). c E TN j X. 
Let (p,, J, : TN 1 X-+ (r,),-‘TY, 0 I f 5 1 be defined by the formula 
(P,. t)rU = (+(np, T 0) + fS, np, ,“(L’) + (I - t)<,s, rrp, ,v 0. 
Hence (fl,. r)r is the standard monomorphism of TN/ A’+ (r,)o-‘TY that we constructed 
to extend (ap)r in Proposition 5.1. Choose np. f a unit normal to (p,.I),(TNIX) so that 
np.O =npynp,l = up, and n,,, ,(x) . u,(x) > 0 for all x E X and p E P. Let N,, I be the normal 
bundle of (p,, *), :‘i.e. (p,, l),(TiI X)‘, in (z~)~-‘(TY). Let E.,. r: (r,),-‘TY -+ TN X and 
i p.r,~v: (r,)o-‘TY+ N, t , be the orthogonal projection maps. Due to the convexity of the 
set of dissections we can construct a continuous map D,, t: P x I -+ D(N) such that 
(9 D,, o is the dissection induced by /I,,, and 
(ii) D,, ,I T2 X = &, f. T 0 up. 
We now want to construct a family of quadratic forms B,, r: TN 1 X o TN1 X+ IV,, I, with 
nowhere vanishing k-traces calculated with respect to the metric induced by (/J,. J,, such 
that B,. o = BBp 1 TN I X 0 TN I X, and B,, r = B(cr,, cp) for suitable c,: X -+ IFB’, as constructed 
for Proposition 5.1. Let us define qp: TX@ N -+ IV,, o and rp: N 0 N -+ N,, o by the formulas 
qp(u, n) = B,, o(t., n) and r,(m, n) = B,,o(m, n), v E (TX), , n, m E N,, x E X, where B,. o is 
the second fundamental form of p, restricted to X. Let W, be the normal bundle of sp, i.e. 
W, = S,(N)‘, and let Qp: TX@N ---f W, be the second fundamental form induced by 
s,. Let 
B,, r(t)7 ~9 . np. r = fLp(~p, Tu, np, T 4 . np. r 
+ (1 - ?)(I. p. ,. ~k7J~~. T v, np, ,V ~$9 + 9JnEp, T M’, ncp. iv o>l) .‘np. , 
+ r(&, I. ,vtQp(np. T UT r,,, N W> + Q,(n,. T W, ‘Tp, N L’)]) . n,v. I 
+ (1 - W.,, f. N[~~(~~. N v, np, N 41) . np. ,
+ t 2c,W(n,, N u . xp. N w)(n,. t . up). 
If v, w E (TN), , .r E X. If t = 0 then B,, o(v, w) = BBp 1 X. We now see that by the proof of 
Proposition 2.3 we can construct c,: P + C”(X, R’) so large that the B,, [ all have nowhere 
vanishing k-traces. The following proposition summarizes the results of this discussion. 
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PROPOSITIOFJ 5.3. Let P be a compact polyhedron, and let /I,: P + Ti. Jlc’, Y) be a con- 
tinuous map. Set rp = p. 0 /?, . and let up be the unit mean curcature cector of rp, let Nzp be 
the normal bundle of (rp), . and let sp. N + NIP E (xp),, - r T Y be the monomorphism which 
identifies N bvith up’. Let xp, r: (z~)~ - ‘T Y + TX and xp, s : (I~),, - I -+ lVzp be the orthogonal 
projection maps. Assume (p,),(z,. .v c) E (Nzp)= f or each c E (TN),C, .‘c E X. Let zip: (r,)O-‘TY+ 
(P,),(n,. iv(T~V 1X)) be the orthogonal projection map and assume (/J,),(U) = (r,),(n,, r c) 
+ TC~S~(~~~, N L’), for each ~7 E (T.N), , Y E X. Then rt*e can jind a continuous map p: P x I + . 
rk. O(N, Y) such that: 
(9 B,. o = /I, for each p E P; 
(4 p. 3 P,. f = rp for eacllJi.\-ed p E P, t E I; 
(iii> (P,. 1)1(c) = (zp),(ilp. T c> + sp(np. ,yc), L’ E (TN), , s E X. 
Let W, be the normal bundle qf sp, and let Qp: TX @ N -+ Wp be the second fundamental 
induced by sp . 
(iv) There exists a continuous map c: P + C “(X, R’) such that 
B,,_ ,(u, w) . L+-) = k,,(n,,. Tu, np, T ktv) . up(x) 
+ [Q,(~,. r ~7 np. v ,bn) +Q&n,, T +v, np. ,v fi)l . ~~(4 
+ 2C,W(~,. ,vc . np. ,” ,t’)> 
for u, w E (TN), , .\: E X. 
$fi AN ANALYSIS OF THE SPACE OF JETS 
Let us adopt the notation of $1. Let T”(X, Y) = (/I E rk(X, Y) 1 the normal bundle of /II 
is isomorphic to N’, and dim X = k). Let Mono’(TX, TY) be the space of fiberwise mono- 
morphisms with normal bundle isomorphic to N’, and let j, : T”(X, Y) + Mono’(TX, TY) be 
defined by j,(p) = /3,. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. jr : T”(X, Y) -+ IMono’(TX, TY) is a Serrejibration, if X is compact. 
Proof. We will show that each cp E Mono’(TX, TY) possesses a neighborhood W, such 
that j, : j,-‘( W) -+ W is a Serre fibration. 
Pick q E Mono’(TX, TY), and look at cpo = j, cp: X-t Y. We can find an open fiberwise 
convex neighborhood A, of X in (po-‘TY, such that if v E (A,), , then expoo(x) is regular at v, 
and we can find an open neighborhood W, of ‘p. in C “(X, Y) such that i.: T(A,)-+C”(X, Y) 
defined by i.(v)(x) = expoocxI c(x) is a homeomorphism onto W,. Pick f E W,, and let 
L(f): cpo-‘TY+f-‘TY be the isometry defined by parallel translating vectors along 
exp+,o(x) C.-‘(f)(x), 0 _< t I 1. Assume j,(W) c W,, . Let G E W, let N(II/) be the normal 
bundle of $, and let rr,,($): $O-lTY-+ N(rl/) be the orthogonal projection map onto N($). 
We can assume W is so small that 
x,(IL) a L($o) 0 L(io)- ’ : io- ‘TY -+ N($) 
has maximal rank on N(c), for all <, $ E W. 
Let zr : P x I-+ W, and let r: P + (jl)-‘( W) be continuous maps such that jrc~(p) = 
r,(p, 0), where P is a compact polyhedron. Let N(p, t) be the normal bundle of cr,(p, t), and 
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let nr(p, 2): r(p, t),-‘TY-+ TX and ~.4p, t): z(p, t),-‘TY-K(p, t) be the orthogonal 
projection maps. Let D: P x I+ D(X) be a continuous map into the space of dissections 
on X, such that D(p, 0) = nT(p, 0) o r(p). 
Let R: P x I-, Isom(TX) be a continuous map defined by the formula 
T,(P, tb. x,(P, f>o = z,(P, O)R(p, 2)~ . q(p, 010, 
u, o E (TX), , where the left-hand . is in (TY),,,, ,j,,cx) and the right-hand . is in (TY),(,_ ,,)OCx,. 
We note that R(p, r), is a self-adjoint positive definite linear trahsformation on (TX), with 
respect to the inner product induced by a,(~, 0). Let S: P x T- Isom(TX) be defined by 
S(P, r>, = (WP, f>,)“’ where ( ) “’ denotes the positive square root (i.e. S(p, r), is the unique 
self-adjoint positive definite linear transformation such that S(p, r), o S(p, t), = R(p, t),) 
Let e,, . . . , ek be a basis of (TX), which is orthonormal with respect to the metric induced by 
aI(p, r). We claim S(p, r),ei are orthonormal with respect to the metric induced by r,(p, 0). 
“I(P, O)S(Pv t).xei * a~(Pt O)S(P, 2)x ej = “I(P~ O)R(P, l), pi . ~I(P, Okj 
= a,(p, r)e, . al(p, r)ej = 6ij. 
Let B(p): TX 0 TX + N(p, 0) be the second fundamental form of a(p). Let B(p, t): TX o TX -+ 
N(p, r) be defined by 
B(P, t)(u, 4 = G(P7 t) o L(r,(p, oo> o W,(P, Oh- ‘(NP)(S(P> 11, u, S(P, t), LV>> 
for u, w E (TX), . It is easy to see that the trace of B(p, r) calculated with respect to the metric 
induced by al(p, t) never vanishes. We also see B(p, O)(u, w) = B(p)(u, w). Define r: P x I--+ 
jl-‘(W) by the formulas 
(1) j,a(p, r) = a,(p, 0, 
(2) q(p, 0 0 a(P, 4 = D(P, 0, and 
(3) B(p, r) is the N(p, r) valued quadratic uniquely determined by n,“(p, r) o r(p, t). This 
clearly completes this proof. 
Let us picka, E Mono’(TX, TY). Let N(a,) be thenormal bundle ofa,. Let Q,(TX, N(a,)) 
be the N(a,) valued quadratic forms, with nowhere vanishing trace with respect to the 
metric induced on TX by aI. We know thatj, -‘(a) g D(X) x Q&TX, N(a,)) where D(X) is 
the set of dissections on X. We know D(X) is convex, and thereforeir-‘(a) has the same 
homotopy type as QO(TX, N(a,)). We will now study this space. 
Let E and F be smooth vector bundles over X, and let go be a Riemann metric for E. Let 
Qo(E, F) be the F-valued quadratic forms with nowhere vanishing trace calculated with 
respect to go, let T,(F) be the space of nowhere vanishing cross sections of F, and let 
Tr: Qo(E, F) --* r,(F) be the continuous map defined by the trace. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Tr: QO(E, F) + T,(F) is a homoropy equivalence. 
Proof. Pick v E T,(F), then it is easy to see that Tr-‘(u) is a convex set. Our aim is to 
construct a continuous map s: T,(F) -+ Qo(E, F) such that Tr 0 s = ia’. If we have such an S, 
we see that s 0 Tr 1: id, because B and s 0 Tr(B) E Tr-‘(TrB), and therefore q,(B) = (1 - t)B 
+ rS o Tr(B), 0 I r 5 1 defines the desired homotopy. Hence it remains to construct s. 
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Let ((/,L A be a locally finite open cover of X the members of which trivialize E and F 
simultaneously. Let (cp,),, A be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to (UJxEA. Let 
e,., ... e,,, be smooth cross sections of E / U, , so chosen that e,. z[x) is an orthonormal base 
of E, for each x E U,. Define s,(u) E Q(E] U,, FI Cl=) by the formula 
&Ne, .A~), e,,,W = 4u>, .KE u, 
%(~)(ei,,(,~)9 ej,,(,~>) = 0 if ij# 1, xE(/,. 
Then (pzsz defines an element of Q(E, F) in the obvious way. Let s(c) = x2 cp.s,(c). Then 
S(U) E Qo(E, F) and Tr s(u) = c’ because Tr(cp,s,) = cp, L- and (cp,) is a partition of unity. s is 
continuous because cp,s,(c) is and the sum is locally finite. 
We note that we have proved Proposition 6.2 even when X is not compact. Proposition 
6.1 and 6.2 together give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.3. ZfX is compact, thenj,: T”(X, Y) + Mono’(TX, TY) is a Serrejbration, 
withjiber of the homotopy type as T,(N’) the nowhere canishing cross sections of N’. 
$7. APPLICATIONS, GENERALIZATIONS AND CLOSING REMARKS 
I 
Let X = C be the circle. Let M’(C, Y) be the space of immersions of C in Y with no- 
where vanishing mean curvature vector. It is easy to see thatfE hf’(C, Y) if and only if the 
square of the geodesic curvature never vanishes. Let T’(C, Y) be the corresponding space of 
jets. Let vz(Y) be the bundle of 2-frames associated to TY (i.e. vz(Y),, is the space of 
2-frames in (TY),). Let V,(Y) be the bundle of orthonormal 2-frames associated to TY, and 
let i: V2(Y) --t vl(Y) be the inclusion. Let G: v*(Y) -+ V2(Y) be the smooth retraction 
defined by the Gram-Schmidt process. G is easily seen to be homotopic to the identity 
through a deformation retract. Let t9 be a parameterization of C. Define J.: T’(C, Y) + 
Cm(C. rz(Y)) by the formula A(/?)(@ = (/?l(d/dO~,), /?(d’/&“IJ). 1. is easily seen to be a 
weak homotopy equivalence. Define y: T’(C, Y) --+ Cm(C, V2( Y)) by the formula r(B) = 
G 0 A(g). Hence F: M’(C, Y) + C “(C, V2( Y)) defined by F(f) = y 0 d(f), is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. Thus the map which associates to each immersion f E M’(C, Y), the moving 
2-frame composed of the tangent and principal normal vectors, defines a weak homotopy 
equivalence. This is essentially the main theorem of [4]. 
II 
Let J,(X, Y) denote the sub-bundle of hom(T, X, TY) (viewed as a bundle over X 
alone) of 2-jets of locally defined immersions of open subspaces of X into Y with nowhere 
vanishing mean curvature vector. Pick x0 E X, 8, EJ,(X, Y),, and y, = target of 8,. Let 
M,‘(X, Y) = cf~ M’(X, Y) 1 f(xo) = yO , and IIT,(f = O,}, and let T,‘(X, Y) = 
{B E Lx Y) 1 By = Y, I and /3(x0) = 0,). We claim d: M,‘(X, Y) -+T,‘(X, Y) is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. This is so because Theorems B and C remain true with the corre- 
sponding “ based” spaces replacing M(X, Y) and T(X, Y) respectively. The proof is easily 
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seen to be word for word the same proof as we have already given. If we combine this with 
application 1, we get the following theorem. 
Let 8, E c, L’o E Y, (to ) n,) E V,(Y),O. Let 
ND,(C, Y) = {j-E M’(C, Y)/ f(.ro> = 1’0 1 F(j-)(x0) = (to I no)) 
then 
where v. = (to, no). 
Consider the case where Y is a connected three-dimensional manifold. M’(C, Y) is open 
and dense in C “(C, Y) [2, Theorem 6.31. The fiber V,, 3 of V,(Y), the Stiefel manifold of 
two frames in three space, is connected and has fundamental group Z, . Ifj: V2, 3 + V,(Y) 
is the fiber inclusion, and if p: V?(Y) 4 Y is the bundle projection, then we claim 
i. 
l-Z,- X1(V’(Y), Ljo) ---% ZL(Y, l’o) - 1 
is an exact sequence. If Y is oriented, then Y is parallelizable, by a classical theorem of 
Stiefel [19, p. 2041 in the compact case, and by a theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead [21], in the 
open case. Thus if Yis orientable the sequence is split exact. If Yis unorientable let TI: 9-t Y 
be the two fold orientation cover. It is easy to see Vz( P) = JT-‘( V,( Y)). Our claim then 
follows from the exact homotopy sequences of Vr( F) + F, V,(Y) -+ Y, and the homomor- 
phism between the sequences induced by the bundle map II: Vz( P) + V,(Y) over 71: p-t Y. 
Hence in each regular homotopy class of immersed circles (all based) there are exactly two 
classes of curves with nowhere vanishing geodesic curvature. Finally, pick y E ND,(C, Y). We 
construct 7 E ND,(C, Y), such that y and 7 are regularly homotopic immersions but y and 7 
are not in the same arc-component of ND,(C, Y) as follows. Pickx E C, x # x0. Let U be a 
coordinate neighborhood of Y(X), which is diffeomorphic to R3, such that y. $ I/. To con- 
struct p we alter y in CJ by replacin g a small arc through y(x) with a small loop as in the 
diagrams. 
The following more geometric way of viewing this invariant was suggested by the 
referee. Let 2 = C x (- 1, 1) be the open cylinder. Identify C with C x 0 _c Z. Let (0,r ) be 
coordinates for Z, and pick B. E C, y, E Y, and (v,, v2) E vl(Y)yo. Let Imm,(Z, Y) = 
{f: Z + YI f is an immersion, f (0,) 0) = y,, (Tf) c?/i%j ce,, oj = vk and (Tf) Z/St 1 coo, j = vz}. 
Let Com(C, vz( Y)) = {fi C -, vl( Y) 1 f (0,) = (v,, q)}. Let d: Imm,(Z, Y) + Com(C, pl( Y)) 
be defined by 4f )@) = (Vf) W~l Cu. o)7 (rf) WI W. ol). It is an easy consequence of the 
Smale-Hirsch theory that d is a weak homotopy equivalence, and therefore x,(ND,(C, Y)) z 
n,( 72(Y), (VI7 vJ) z n,(Imm,(Z, Y)). We can assume cI _Lu, . If 7 E ND,(C, Y) then let 
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n(y) be the principal normal vector to y. Furthermore ND,(C, Y) is metric space with the 
C” topology (k > 2). Hence it is paracompact and by a partition of unity argument we 
can find a continuous function ;: XD,,(C, Y) -+ C%(C, W’) such that 
1477)(e, r) = exp,ce,(tr(r)(e)n(r)(8>), (0, 1) E Z 
defines an element of Imm,(Z, Y). Thus 11 defined by this formula defines a weak 
homotopy equivalence between ND,(C, Y) and Imm,(Z, Y). Thus when we add a loop to ‘J 
as in the diagram we add a full twist to the corresponding immersed cylinder. Furthermore 
if we add a double loop we can cancel the loops against each other by passing the centerline 
through itself. 
In the most general case with Xan arbitrary compact manifold,f: X-t Y an immersion 
with nowhere vanishing mean curvature vector H(f), we can analyze these immersions by 
studying the immersion /c(f)(.r, t) = exp /,,,(tH(f)(x)) of the cylinder X x (-E, E), for E small 
enough. However, it is only in the case of curves where this gives us any additional insight 
into the problem. 
III 
Let X be an even dimensional compact n-manifold (i.e. a stably parallelizable mani- 
fold). For example, a compact oriented 2-manifold or an even-dimensional sphere. Let 
Y = R*“’ where k = dim X. In general any two immersions of a k-dimensional manifold 
into R*“’ are regularly homotopic, and therefore have isomorphic normal bundles which 
will denote by N’. When X is a rr-manifold N’ is trivial. Let M’(X, R2’71) be the immersions 
of X into RZk+’ with nowhere vanishing mean curvature vector. 
THEOREM. (a) Let Jo, f, E M’(X, R2kC1). Then f-, andf, are in the same arc-component 
of M/(X, RZk+’ ) if and only if X(N’/H(f,)) = x(N’/H(f,)) where x(E) E Hk(X; Z) is the 
Euler class of the k-plane bundle E. 
(b) Let f E M’(X, Rzkc’ ), let us pick a trivialization p: N’ -+ Rk +’ of N’ compatible with 
all orientations, and let w(f): X+ Sk be defined by R(f)(x) = pH(f)(x)/IpH(f)(x)I. Then 
xV’IH(f )) = 2. deg fl(f ). 
Therefore n,(M’(X, RZkC’ )) is in one to one correspondence with the even integers. 
Proof. The equality of the Euler classes in (a) is clearly a necessary condition. Let 
us adopt the notation of $6. Let fO, fi E M’(X, RZk+l). We know we can find cp: I-+ 
lMono’(TX, TRZk’ ‘) such that q(O) =fO, and ~(1) = Tfl. By Proposition 6.1 we can find 
/I: I-+ F”(X, Rzk+’ ) such that /3(O) = d(f,), andj, 0,0 = q(O). Hence N’/H(f,) 2 N’/H(P(f)), 
0 I t 5 1, and therefore x(N’/H(f,)) = ;c(N’/H(B(I))). But B(1) and d(fi) are both elements 
of (j’)-‘(Tfi). Hence if we apply Theorem 6.3 we seefo and f, are in the same arc-component 
if Hcf,) and H(B(l)) are in the same arc-component of F,(N’) the nowhere vanishing cross 
sections of N’. The theorem then follows easily from the following simple observation. 
LEMMA. Let 71: E -+ X be a trivial vector bundle offber dimension k +- 1, over a compact, 
connected, oriented, k-dimensional manifold. 
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Let G: X- E be a nowhere vanishing cross-section of E, let p: E -+ R”’ be a trivializa- 
tion of E compatible with orientations, and let c?: X - Sk be defined by C(X) = pa(x)/ Ipo(.r) I. 
Then 
x(E/a) = 2 deg ~7. 
Proof. Observe Z-‘(T(Sk)) z E, ‘cr. Then this lemma follows from the naturality of the 
Euler class, and the fact that z(Sk) = 2. 
IV 
Let X = S’, let .yO E Sk be the south pole, and let D, be the open k-disc defined 
by eyerything south of the tropic of cancer. Let Dk be the closed k-disc, the closed 
northern hemisphere, and let S k-’ = bk be the equatorial k - 1 sphere. Pick me E Y, and 
0, E J,(S”, Y)(X,, yo, . Let M,(Sk, Y) = {f~ M’(Sk, Y)]f(.r,) = y0 and DT,(f)(x,) = O,}. 
Pick f0 E M,(D,, Y), and let M,.,(Sk, Y) = {f~ M,,(S’, Y)] there exists a neighbor- 
hood U~X,, such that f] U = fO 1 U). Let TO(Sk, Y) = {fi E T’(S’, Y) j /?(.ro) = O,}, and let 
T,.O(Sk, Y) = {p E T’(S”, Y)] there exists a neighborhood 0’3 _cO, such that /3] U = 
D o Tz(fO)I U>. The inclusion of I/,,(S ‘, Y) in TO(Sk, Y) is a weak homotopy equivalence, 
and therefore so is the inclusion M,,(S’, Y) in M&S“, Y). Let 
M(fo) = (f e M’(D”, Y) If I Dk n D, = fO I Dk n D,) 
and let T(fO) = {/3 E T’(Dk, Y)IpI ok n D, = (D 0 T,(f))1 Dk n D,). It is again easy to see 
that d: M(fJ --* T(fO) is a weak homotopy equivalence, as are the inclusions of M(f,) in 
Mf,(Sk, Y) and T(fJ in IrO(Sk, T). 
Let us pick (xi, . . . , xk) a coordinate system for Dk, and let e, = d/dxi, and eij = a’/ 
d~~d,u~. Let T(fO)’ = {/I E T(fJl p,(ei(x)), 1 I i I k are orthonormal for each x E Ok}. 
Then the Gram-Schmidt process defines a retraction 1.: T(fO) + T’(fJ which is homotopic 
to the identity. Let vk+ ,( Y) and Vk+,( Y) be respectively the Stiefel bundles of k + l-frames, 
and orthonormal k + l-frames associated to TY. Similarly the Gram-Schmidt process de- 
fines a retract G: vk+i(Y) + vk+i (Y) which is homotopic to the identity. Let h: r(fO)’ --t 
Cm(Dk, vk+fl(Y)) be defined by h(b)(x) = (p,(e,(~~)), . , Pl(ek(x)), zf= I p(eii(-x>)) and let 
V(f,) = if: Dk + Vk+,(y)lf IDk n D, = G 0 h 0 I. 0 D o T,(f,) j D’ n D,}. We show that 
C 0 /I 0 i.: T(fO) -+ V(f,) is a weak homotopy equivalence by applying the argument in 
Theorem 6.3. Hence we have shown the following generalization of Smale’s theorems [18]. 
THEOREM. LetM(fO)=(f’EM’(Dk, Y)lflD’n D,=fO~DknD,}.Lete,,...,ek,be 
coordinate uector jieIds on Dk for some coordinate ftrnctions (xl, . . , xk). Let A: M(f,) + 
C”(Dk, Vk+,(Y)) be defined by A(f)(x) = (k + 1)-f rame determined by (Tf(e,(x)), . . . , 
Tf (e,(x)), H(f)(x)). Let V(fb) = {cp E C “( Dk, vk + I(Y)) / cp j Dk n DO = A(fo) 1 Dk n DOI 
then A: M(fb) + V(f,) defines a weak homotopy equitlalence. 
Pickp, E Sk-‘, q0 E Y, and i, E V,, I( Y),, . Assume A(fO)(pO) = i., . LetJ g E M1,(Sk, Y) 
following Smale [18], our aim is to define an element n(J g) E nk(vk+,(Y), &) with the 
property that f and g are in the same component of M,,(S’, Y) if and only if QCf, g) = 0. 
Pickf, g E M,,(S’, Y). We can assume f 1 D, = gl D, = fO I D, because we are only interested 
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in the arc components containingfand g respectively.fl Sk-i = gj Sk-‘. and let q =fj ok, 
and 7 = g/ @. 43, 7 E .li(fb), 4(q), 4(7) E V(f,), and 4(q)j Sk-’ = A(y) / Sk-‘. 
Sk = D,’ v s”-,DZk 
where Dlk is the closed northern hemisphere, and Dz ’ is the closed southern hemisphere. If 
we view A(y) as defined on D,‘, and 4(cp) as defined on Dzk by reflection, we define a 
continuous map w(f, g): (Sk, -ye) + (vk+ i( Y), &), and therefore an element Q(J g) E 
nk( I’,+,( Y), j.,J. We call Q(f, g) the generalized Smale invariant. It is easy to see iff and g 
are in the same arc component of M,-,,(S”, Y) then Q(J g) = 0. Conversely if Q(J g) = 0 we 
can assume the homotopy between o(f,f) and o(L g) leaves all of D, fixed. Therefore 4(q) 
and A(y) are homotopic in V(f,), and hence f and g are in the same arc component. Finally, 
it is not hard to see if c E nk( vk+i(Y), i.,,) then there exists f, g E MJ,(Sk, Y) such that 
Q(f,g) = c. We close this example with the remark that in general it would be impossible 
to clas’sify “free” homotopies with nk( vk+i(Y), j.,) because Y may not possess enough 
isometries. 
V 
This is example IV in the case where Y = R ‘, 2 5 k I K - 2, and f. is the standard 
embedding of Sk into Rkcl G Rh’. Hence iff, g E MJO(Sk, R”) then fl(f, g) E n,(V,+,,,; A,). 
IfK22k+2,thenrr,(Vk+,+,; i.,) = 0, thus q,(M’(S”, RK)) = a point. Hence any immersion 
f: Sk --) RK with nowhere vanishing mean curvature vector, is regularly homotopic through such 
immersions to f. , provided K 2 2k -F 2. 
Let us look at the case where K = 2k + I, k 2 2, then 
71k(Vk+l,Zk+l; ‘b> = 
( 
;’ f,o,“,“,. 
See [19, 25.61. Furthermore, the generator of this group is given as follows. Let R2kC’ = 
Rkf’ x Rk, and letf’: Sk + Rkf’ be the standard embedding. Let (vi, . . . , vk) be an ortho- 
normal frame for Rk. Let 7: Sk ---* Vk+I 2k+I be defined by q(p) = (fo(p), vI, . . . , ok). Then ?j 
determines the desired generator. 
Let us examine this more closely in the case where k is even in the light of III. 
V k+l, 2k+l = SWk + 1)lWk). 
Then we have 
-%z(S0(2k + ~))-pT--c.k(vk+~,2k+,)d, 7Ck- ,(SO(k)) ‘* - n,_ ,(S0(2k + 1)). 
By the classification theorem nk_,(SO(k)) is the set of isomorphism classes of oriented 
k-plane bundles over Sk, and kerj, is the set of stably trivial k-plane bundles over Sk. In 
fact Steenrod proves r&(vk+1,2k+i) = Z by showing that nk(vk+r,2k+1) z kerj,, and kerj, 
is isomorphic to the even integers (i.e. the Euler class). Thus these are really the same classifi- 
cation. 
Finally, let us look at 7c2( V,,,; 1,). V,., Zz SO(d). We know n,(S0(4), 1,) = 0 [19, 
$22.61. Hence rro(Mo(S2, R4)) = a point. Let (0, cp) be spherical coordinates on the 2-sphere, 
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i.e. iff,: S’ + R3 is the standard embedding, thenfo(O, cp) = (cos 0, cos cp, sin 0 cos w, sin cp), 
0 I 0 I 2n, -n/2 < q < n/2. Let ~(9) and V(V) be smooth functions of p, -n/2 < 9 < n/2, 
such that (/l(q), V(V)) are parametric equations for the curve drawn on the left. Let go: S’+ 
R3 be the embedding defined by g,,(8, cp) = (cos 0 am, sin 8 /r(q), II(C It is easy to see that 
the mean curvature vector of go vanishes only on the “ parallel” gO(O, qO), for some fixed 
‘p,, (where the Gauss curvature ofg, is negative). Let U be an arbitrarily small neighborhood 
of ‘p,, . Pick i. a smooth real valued function, with support in U, such that (j.‘(q))’ + (I’)’ 
+ (v’(cp))* = const. (i.e. the space curve (,u, v, i.), is parameterized proportional to arc 
length). Let g(0, cp) = (cos 6 I, sin 0 I, v(q), J.(q)). It is not hard to see by direct 
calculation that we can adjust (~1, v, 2.) on U so that the mean curvature vector of g never 
vanishes. Hence g E Mf,(S2, R4).-Therefore we can find a smooth regular homotopy 
11,: S2 -+ R4, such that h, = fo, h, = g, and h, E IM,(S’, R4) for all t E [0, I]. Many more of 
the groups nt( V,,,) have been calculated by Paechter in [14]. 
VI 
Let X be a k-dimensional compact manifold, and assume dim Y 2 2k + 2. Let N be any 
vector bundle over X with fiber dimension 2 k + 2, and let T,(N) be the nowhere vanishing 
cross sections of N. It is an easy consequence of Thorn’s strong transversality theorem when 
applied to cross sections of fiber bundles [l], [2], [9] that I,(N) is O-connected, and 
n,(Mono(TX, TY)) = n,(C”(X, Y)). Hence by applying Theorems A and 6.3 we see 
L g E M’(X, Y) are in the same arc component of M’(X, Y). if and only iff and g are homo- 
topic. This can be proved by general position arguments alone, in fact, it follows in a 
straightforward way from Theorems 4.4, 5.1 and 5.2 of [2]. 
VII 
Let X be an n-dimensional manifold. Let F be a foliation on X of dimension k, and let Y 
be a Riemannian manifold, dim Y 2 k + 2. Let M’(F, Y) = {f E C( X, Y) 1 f restricted to 
each leaf of F, is an immersion of that leaf into Y, with nowhere vanishing mean curvature 
vector}. Let J,(F, Y) be the sub-bundle of hom(T, X, TY) considered as a bundle over X, of 
2-jets of locally defined maps from X to Y, each of which is an immersion with nowhere 
vanishing mean curvature on each leaf of F in its domain of definition. Let T’(F, Y) be the 
space of smooth sections of J,(F, Y) over X. Let d: M’(F, Y) -+ T’(F, Y) be defined as 
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usual by the l-jet. We can then apply Theorems A, B. C. and Theorems 3.4.la. 3.4.1 b of 
Gromov [5]. to conclude that n is a weak homotopy equivalence. Let hlono(F. TZ’) be the 
space of tiberwise homomorphisms from TX into TY. which are monomorphisms when 
restricted to TF. If f: X -+ Y. p E blono(F. 72’) such that (TP)(TA’~) z (TY),, let .V, = 
f*TY/(Tq)(TF). ‘V, is the “ normal” bundle of cp. We have a continuous map i’ : r’(F, Y) -+ 
lMono(F, TY) which associates to each Z-jet the underlying l-jet. Let cp E blono(F, TY). 
We can show by Theorem 6.3 that (j’)-‘(q) has the same homotopy type as r,,(N,). 
This gives us the following interesting corollary. 
Let 7r: .S3 -+ S’ be the Hopf fibration. This determines a foliation F of S’ by circles. TF 
is trivial, as is T2 F 5 T, S3. Hence we can find an element cp E r(hom(T2 S’, R3)) such that 
q/T, F is a monomorphism. Thus T’(F, R3) is non-empty. Hence r/let-e esists a smooth map 
f: S3 -+ R3, SIICII that for each x E S’, f(x-‘(.u)) is a closed space curre possibly* ic,ith self 
intersections, with norchere i,anislling crirratlrre. 
VIII 
We remark that whenever X is compact, the various weak homotopy equivalences are 
actually homotopy equivalences, because we can apply Whitehead’s theorem [ 131. 
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